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EDITORIAL & etc
One of the most enjoyable characteristics of all Meccano hobbyists is the wide variety of

interests, other than Meccano, that each is willing to discuss with other Meccano hobbyists.  Also,
it  is  amazing how  each  individual's  interests  find  their  way into  a Meccano  model,  whether
Astronomy, Principles of Physics, Photography, Machine Mechanics, Construction Machinery etc.
etc. Even Meccano hobbyists who simply enjoy collecting parts, sets or literature are fascinating
people to get to know; after all, their collection may end up in the hands of a `fouilder" or "exhibitor"
at some time in the future.  The bottom line is that it does not really matter what we enjoy building
or collecting or accumulating, or designing better ways to organize a collection, but that we enjoy
meeting  others who have similar interests.

I make the comments above to promote YOUR participation at TIH HOBBY SHOW.  This year
marks the 20th anniversary of The Hobby Show and it also marks our 18th year as exhibitors.Each
year we meet many new Meccanoists, each with their own personal interests in the hobby, and some
eventually join our Association and a few eventually contribute articles to MeccaNotes for the rest
of us to read.   (Continued next page)
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EDITORIAL (Continued)
With regrets John Wapshott has found it necessary to vacate the position of C.M.A.M.A.S. Vice

President .  John has served in the position admirably for the past few years but he informed me that
he will still be active in promoting Meccano exhibits at the Canadian Toy Collectors Society annual
show.  Refer to the back cover of this issue for further details.

The C.M.A.M.A.S. ANNUAL GENERAL REETING will be held at 2PM November 8th , during
TIIE HOBBY SHOW.  The agenda will include election of a new VP as well as any other concerns
members would like to discuss.  Please notify either myself or Colin Hoare by e-mail or by letter
prior to the meeting.

David Williams informs me that progress is being made
in setting up the C.M.A.M.A.S. web site and he also sent
his design for a C.M.A.M.A.S. logo, illustrated here.  The
background is black, the Windmill Sail is grey, the Maple
Leaf and CMAMAS and CANADA are red, and the bottom
lettering  is  white.    I  will  try  to  have  sample  printouts
available for the HOBBY SHOW.

Unfortunately, the text for the presentation to Don Redmond at the Kingston Rail-O-Rama was
not available for publication in the June MeccaNotes, but, better late than never, is included in this
issue (See p.11).  Also photos taken by two of our exhibitors were not available due to unforseen
circumstances, and I had to resort to a photo taken a few years ago.  Don continues to send much
appreciated articles for the Mutilator's Comer; one of which appears in this issue, and a few others
which will appear in future issues.

I finally was contacted by Michelle Amis, Public Relations Co-ordinator of hhrin Toys who
promised to send colour literature dealing with the latest Meccano products which will be available
within North America from Irwin Toys.  If received in time for mailing this issue, it will be included
with MeccaNotes sent within North America only.

As an added incentive for you to participate in this year's HOBBY SHOW, Marsha Brandston sent
a list of awards to be presented, at the discretion of the exeeutive, during TIH HOBBY SHOW: The
largest (tallest, longest, most massive???)  model, The Smallest model, Trie model using the greatest
variety of colours, The most unique original model, The oldest exhibitor, The youngest exhibitor,
The exhibitor showing the greatest number of models, The exhibitor who travelled the greatest
distan-ce to the  show,  The model most appropriate for the younger modeller,  and many more.
Awards that will be available include Meccano MO Motors, Power Tool Sets, Mission Universe
Sets, Small, Medium & Large Collection Sets, Truck & Bike Sets.  Remember, that to be eligible
for awards, your model must be original, small or large, simple or complex, but must not have been
published  elsewhere  in  manuals,  magazines,  or  other  club  publications.    We  are  particularly
interested in models/mechanisms that would be suitable for newcomers to the hobby.

Best MeccanoMANIAcal Regards, Norm !

PS Ancient words of wisdom ---- Those who are not part of the solution, must, by default, be part of
the problem.                                            Page 4



TRIANG SINGLH SUSPENSION CRANE GRAB
nlustrations by Alan Esplen, and explanation by Melvyn Wright
(From SPANNERS E-mail) (Refer to Cover photo also.)

The sides of the grab buckets are connected to the bar at the BOTTOM of  the
drawing, (see the photos). The bucket side struts are connected to the TOP bar, in such
a way that when the grab is lifted by the bottom bar, the grab closes; and when it is lifted
by the top bar, the grab opens. This arrangement is common to most Meccano grab
mechanisms. The assembly between the two bars is free to slide up and down, and is
connected to the hoisting rope. As the grab is lowered in the open position, it touches
the ground and further lowering of the rope allows the sliding assembly to descend under
its  own weight until the pivoted catch on this assembly latches over the pin on the
bottom bar, (see drawing 'position with open grab').  When the grab is raised, the sliding
assembly is drawn up, brinSng the bottom bar up with it, therefore closing the grab and
liffing the whole thing off the ground. The weicht of the grab buckets on the bottom bar
tends to hold the latch closed, so that as the horizontal lug on the pivoted catch rises to meet the weighted pin, the pin
is lifted up, (see drawing 'position with closed gral]'). When the grab is next lowered and touches the ground, the weight
of the grab buckets is removed from the latch, and as the sliding block starts to descend under its own weight, the latch
is released by the weighted pin falling. When the cord is lifted again, the weigived pin remains in the depressed position
to prevent the latch from re-engaging. The gral] is now lifted by the top bar and the bucket opens again. So the cycle
repeats. The weight of the pin would be quite critical, as it has to overcome the effect of the counterweight when the
catch is free to pivot, but not so heavy that it releases the catch when the weight of the bucket is on the latch. It looks
like the grab would still work if the cord was sillply tied off on the sliding block, without passing around a pulley.
Although the effect of the loop in the cord is to pull the t`ro bars against each other in order to close the grab when the
latch is engaged and the cord hoisted. Although this description is a bit long-winded. the grab is delightfully simple to
watch in operation.

-Ffi
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OTTAWA VALLEY MEETING, by Norm Lacroix
REETING AT GEORGE TURNER'S COTTAGE, August 15, 1998

Meccanoists living within the Ottawa Valley schedule random get-togethers, and this one was held
at the Tumer's cottage near Carleton Place.  After relating various Meccano activities, and showing
off recent acquisitions and models, George' s wife, Eileen prepared a terrific BBQ dinner for all of
us.  Thanks George and Aileen for your gracious hospitality.  Highlights follow below.

-E-i=----:-±=-1-:::::=f:=:--==i===:::::::Lie---

Bemard Champoux showed us his Meccano Ship
Building Outfit which was manufactured in the U.S.
and advertised in the 1931 Sears Roebuck catalogue
as Ship Building Outfit 115, priced at $13.98.  This is

quite a rarity, and cunently Ship Building Outfits, if
complete  and  in  original  box,  change  hands   at
astronomical prices !

Norm Lacroix showed the 1937 Meccano Microscope Set, another Meccano U.S. product.
This set, missing a few parts as well as the manual, was purchased through EBAY Auctions.
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OTTAWA VALLHY MEETING (Continued)

George Turner showed his Infra-red remote controlled Front End Loader Model built
from a currently available set.  The model was powered with re-chargeable batteries instead of
using  the battery boxes  that  are  supplied  with  the  set,  and  worked  very  well  contrary  to  the
experience of a few Spanners who explained that difficulties occurred mainly because some of the
infra-red receiver "domes" were cloudy instead of clear plastic.

Jeny Dubois showed progress on his "Walking Machine".  Full details will  follow when
completed.  Jerry also passed out flyers to encourage Meccanoists to participate at the September 19
& 20 TOY & TRAIN SHOW at the Nepean Sportsplex  10AM to 5PM both days.  Admission is
$6.cO, but exhibitors get free passes.  Contact Jerry for further details (613) 7464533.
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CHRISTMAS TRAIN SHoW by John Wapshott
The International.Centre is a new venue for this show and Toronto Show Promotions is a slightly

different management who enthusiastically sought out Meccano NUTS to exhibit some railway type
models.  None of us were eager to do another show after the 3 day grind of the Hobby Show, but
Terry Stewart accepted the role as contact person, and was joined at the show by Dennis Caswell,
Attila and Erika Szakonyi and myself.  Don Redmond also sent his highly detailed Caboose.

We answered all the usual questions about Meccano, but decided that the most unusual question
asked of Meccano hobbyists was "What is this stuff K'NEX?"

Our Meccano display was popular and we received an invitation to display again in the Brampton
area for October 1998.  Theme shows, that is, railway models for a train show, is a slightly different
concept for Meccanoists, so, if you are interested in joining us, the next show will be on Sunday Oct.
25th 9AM to 3PM, at the Skyway Trade and Commerce Centre, Dixon Rd. & Hwy.  27, South West
Comer, Toronto Ontario.  For further details contact John Wapshott ---(416) 2514063.

Models  shown  at  the  Christmas  Train  Show-above  left,  by  Teny
Stewart; above right, by Don Redmond; below left by Attila Szakonyi;
and below right by John Wapshott.
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CORRESPONDENCE:
July  15;  Keith Cameron,  Thank you  for the fine  and interesting MeccaNotes #10.   The  illustrations
reproduced well and I liked the Chronological Listing of Parts.  I suppose it would be a monumental task to
produce a comprehensive list of all parts to date, illustrated in colour.  There's a wish list for you!   Tom
Smith's comments (Cams, p. 20) reminded me of the design of some cams for my Eggmograph.  See p. 20
of Newsmag #33 for Feb. 1983 for cans similar to those on the Singer Zigzag sewing machine.  The heart-
shaped cans were long ago used to guide winding of thread on the spools used in the early shuttles.  The
shape of these cams is explained in the Newsmag as follows: "...the heart-shaped cam gives a true zig-zag
(or what is more properly called a saw-tooth wave).  Note that it must be correctly laid out to give the desired
effect --as sketched with angular positions at 22.5 degrees, successive lines from the centre to the periphery
should be progressively longer (or shorter) by the same increment (or decrement)."

The cans shown in the CQ article Spiro-Meccanograph were designed by Bev Carss with the specific
intention of producing unusual patterns,  so none of the cans are heart-shaped, a shape which tends to
produce more common designs.  But "beauty is in the eye of the beholder", so builders of Bev' s  'graph are
given endless opportunity for experimentation with cam shapes         `
and this appe_als to me as one of the major attractions of this
model.   The zig-zag works well on eggs, witness the interest
shown at the Owen Sound Meccano Extravaganza.

I've completed 7 months of major chemo and now am on a \`
reduced  maintenance  dose  every  2  weeks.    I'm doing  well.  `-``
Wamiest best wishes to you and your family.

The diagram uses diagonal lines drawn with  11.25 degrees
between each for a cam with a maximum diameter of 2 1/2" and
a minimum of 1/2".   There is a  1/4" increment or decrement
between each successive radius.   When used with a suitable
cam-follower mechanism, this cam will produce a saw-tooth
wave, with true straight tooth outlines.
May 1; Allan Bedford, Now that tax season is over I finally
have a chance to catch up on some much delayed correspondence. Am presently housecleaning my office
to get ready for the rest of the year and then will not feel guilty when I adjourn to the Meccano room. I have
decided to re-construct a model I built about 1975 with some improvements I have been thinking about for
20+ years.  This is a lake freighter in (what'else) RED/GREEN.  I saw a picture of one of these boats passing
under  a lift-bridge near Montreal  and  have  decided  to  incorporate  a  model  bridge  with  it.  My  dark
blue/yellow locomotive is still intact and if I get really ambitious will install another motor for sound only
and  some lights. For your section FOR CONTEMPLATION I submit the following:- If I buy a bottle of
cotton balls do I take the first one out and throw it away?  (May require some thought) - Optimist sees glass
as 1/2 full.  Pessimist sees glass as 1/2 empty.  I see it as a glass that's twice as big as it needs to be. Hope
everything is fine in Petawawa and that redrement is as good as you
expected.  With everything you are doing you probably wonder how you ever found time to work. I look
forward to the (next) issue. <bford @execulink.com>
July 20; Earl Pitts, I received an e-mail from Gordon Lawson, Props Manager for the Shaw Festival at
Niagara-On-The-Lake asking me about the possibility of obtaining some Meccano parts for a prop they
needed for the play "You Can't Take It With You".   The setting of the play was  1938, and one of the
characters was to be working on his Meccano in one of the scenes.  When asked, he rephes that he is building
a model of the Queen Mary.  Gordon, the props manager, asked the props builders to build a wood model
ship and tack some Meccano parts on the sides !  I offered to build a real Meccano model for them, but needed
to the size required.
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CORRESPONDENCE (continued)
Gord replied that he wanted a model not much longer than 3 feet.  After deciding against the 10 foot long
#10 set model, I obtained photos of the Queen Mary from the library.  The finished model was just short of
4 feet.  Gord was pleased when he picked up the model which will be used until the end of October, then a
10 day trip to Vancouver after which I hope to show it at the Hobby Show.  A screwdriver and wrench was
sent along with the model for the actor to "work on the model" during the play. Even though the colour
scheme of parts of 1938 should have been blue/gold, I used zinc/yellow.  Gord told me that there are prop
critics that may comment on the colours used, but to date there have been no comments.  We will have to
wait and see if there are any knowledgeable Meccano buffs that go to the theatre.

Earl Pitts Meccano model of the Queen Mary on stage performance of "You Can't Take It With You"

Earl Pitts, and Gordon Lawson, Props Manager of the Shaw Festival, and a closer view of the model.  The
rigging was deliberately left off as it would interfere with set changes between scenes.
July 10; Don Redmond, Senile?  No!  Heretical?  Yes!  Or, no staple diet (MeccaNotes #10, p.23): Sure,
I keep everything too, including loose lost pages from manuals of the past---they occasionally serve to help
restore a shredded relic.  But not staples!  We abhor rust in our parts collection; staples in old manuals or
MM's  also rust.   The first thing I do to help preserve  such  items  is  to remove the  staples,  and after
appropriate repairs or preservation steps, the pages are sewn together with linen thread.  Tom pages, by the
way, are usually mended  with  Filmoplast, a German  product available  from office supply firus.   Nom
is in very
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CORRESPONDENCE (continued)
good company: I've recently seen mention of vehicle headlights made from the clear plastic "tacks" that
spear parts in foam plastic trays, and somebody used the tiny washers from old string-tied sets for something
---there was even a quiz question some time ago, "What is the smallest Meccano part? (Other than 58a-
coupling for spring cord?)  And three cheers for Simanek!  But let's see a picture and description of that
(What! not another one!)  ball rolling machine ...What's a Brachistochrone anyway?  Sounds like a clock
invented by dinosaurs.
Further materials for Mr. Airhead and the Crankable Carousel are in progress ----
Regarding Bill Derksen' s vinyl-covered bus: Are there any problems stripping the stuff off?
And anent Senile Decay, again: Evidently the Toonerville Trolley was so far back in ancient times that no
one recognizes it anymore.  Only the senile generation is familiar with it.  (Ed.  The copyright symbol is now
being used on the inside front cover.)
May 14; Colin Hinz,Using a PC power supply (or any other "switching" power supply) to power Meccano
models is not necessarily a very good idea. Generally, these types of power supplies are designed to expect
a substantial minimum loading on their 5V outputs; if this condition is not met, the behaviour of the supply
is indeterminate. Usually, all this means is that the output will have very poor regulation, but the outputs
could oscillate, or perhaps the power supply could overheat, or blow a fuse. I've even seen improperly loaded
switchers go up in smoke! I only use "linear" regulated supplies. They treat me very well, and rve never
experienced any problems with them.
July 20; Graham Jost, MeccaNotes  arrived late last week.  I have now had time to go through it in some
detail, and it is tnily a delightful, balanced cornucopia of all things Meccano.  The centre lift-out re the dates
of introduction of Meccano parts is a beauty - we all have this info available to us via DMS, EMP etc, but
to have a dedicated listing is just excellent.  I made direct use of it already in my last (fmal?) posting on
washers. Maybe your compiler might like to consider, for a future listing, the addition of just one more
column - indicating the year of deletion also??  (Over to Kendrick ?---Ed.)
July 17; Jean Deveault Jean sent a few sheets of the Coloured Cardboard Parts included in  000 Meccano
of 1931 and illustrated on page 318 of The Meccano System.  These will be available to exhibitors at the
Hobby Show.

Presentation to Don Redmond at the Kingston Rail-O-Rama
by Colin Hoare C.M.A.M.A.S. President

One event that took place at the Kingston Rail-o-Rama was omitted from the report in the
June Newsletter, and that was the presentation to Don Redmond. Don had undertaken the task of
Newsletter Editor for the first two years of "Canadian MeccaNotes." As everyone is aware, he did
a superlative job, with the quality of the magazine not just being restored to its fomer hick standard,
but instead, becoming even better than before.

A special presentation was made to Don on the Sunday afternoon, with the President of the
C.M.A.M.A.S. hosting the ceremony. Thanks to the co-operation of Don's son at Queen's University
and also Don's wife, Ruth, we were able to determine that Don needed a set of taps and dies. Attila
Szakonyi, in cooperation with John Wapshott, was able to provide a suitable set for Don, which he
received at the presentation.  Don was delighted to accept his gift, and expressed his thanks to
everyone present for their generosity, and to all subscribers of the magazine. Don also wrote a letter
to the Association reiterating his gratitude (a copy of which is available on request to any member
wishing to see it).  (Refer also to p. 7, MeccaNotes #10, Ed.)
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REPLICATING PARTS : Part 2, Flexible & Flat Plates by Norm Lacroix

The  thickness  of Flat plates  is  approximately  .042"  and the
thickness  of  Flexible  Plates  is  approximately  .010",  while  the
thickness of Strip Plates is about .017".  With my students, we used
.010" tinplated steel sheet and .006" sheet brass for flexible plates,
.017" brass sheet for sthp plates, .041 " brass sheet for flat plates, and
.031 " vinyl engraving plastic sheet for insulating flat girders.   The
main reason we chose brass sheet was that it is somewhat easier on
tool wear, and is easier to have nickel or zinc plated.  The drill jigs
shown in the upper 2 photos were made from 1/4" steel plates and the
guide pins simplified the placement of a stack of 10 to 20 parts at one
time.  The process was quite straightforward: using a foot squaring
shear, the pieces were first cut to the proper length & width.  A stack
of parts was placed in the drill jig, which was bolted tightly to hold

in       ff       .`        a!       ,
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the pieces in place.  We used #20 drill bits, but MWModels sells a   AI
4.1mm drill bit that results in a slightly larger hole diameter that is
closer to the "real thing".  When drilliBg brass we were able to use a
relatively fast speed ;ithout difficultyl   After drilling all required REseaeasae
holes, the pieces were removed from the drill jigs, and the burrs, if
any,  on the edges  of each part were removed with a fine file or
"watexproof' silicon carbide sandpaper.  To round the comers of each part, we used a "Comer Rounder"

shown in the bottom right photo.   The Comer Rounder was manufactured by LASSCO PRODUCTS,
Rochester N.Y. and was fitted with a cutter that resulted in comers with a 1/4" radius.  After rounding the
comers, the burr had to be smoothed off again.  The comer rounder was also used to round off  the comers
of insulating flat girders as shown in the bottom right photo.  More details about flat girders will follow in
a future MeccaNotes.   To finish off flat plates  and strip plates,  choose a suitable  spray paint such as
Tremclad.  We sprayed then baked each part in a recirculating heat oven at 200 degrees (F) for about 15
minutes.  Some of our plates were nickel plated, some were painted and some brass plates were polished and
sprayed with clear lacquer.  If you do not have resources to make drill jigs as shown, I have heard that some
Mecconoists have been very successful using stacked Meccano parts as drill jigs.
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UNIQUE PRODUCTS of MECCANO COMPANY of A.RERICA (1930's)
Uncovered?  By Norm Lacroix

There has been some interest in American Meccano products among SPANNERS who check
items auctioned on the Internet by EBAY.  One such item was the Meccano Microscope shown in
this issue on page 6.  Other Meccano products sold mainly in the U.S. are illustrated below and on
the next 3 pages.  These pages are a bit of a puzzle to me, since they have not appeared in other
publications, to the best of my knowledge.

I an not even certain where the copies that are in my collection originally appeared.  The copies
that I do have, were negative photocopies @ackground was black, lettering was white) but, after
scanning them into our handy-dandy computer, I was able to convert them back into a positive
fomat.  The  original  size  of   the  negative  photocopies  was   7" X 11", (175mmx 270mm),
suggesting that they were originally printed on 81/2"  X  11"  sheets.   The time period that the
originals were published was most likely the 1930's, since the #3 Microscope Set that I do have is
dated 1937.

Any further information about these products would, I'm sure, be of interest to many others.
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MUTILATOR'S CORNER by Don Redmond
Paolo Caravani and Charlie Pack in the "Spanners" Gleanings   (CMN #9, p.13-14), raise two

issues which really become one; What is a supemodel and should a Meccano Millennium Set be
capableofbuildingsupemodels?Paolo'ssubjectivecriteriaaretongue-in-cheekqencetheanount
of saliva generated) but his definition is excellent:  " A Supemodel is whatever [exceeds] your
constructional capabilities." I have changed his word "supercedes" as that word seems to imply
"substitutes for", and I am sure his intention was "goes beyond".   A parallel definition could be

stated:  "A supemodel is one which goes beyond the capabilities of a given set, or beyond the
capabilities of the largest set."  Hence the connection with Charlie's statement: "[T]he Millennium
Set should be based loosely on a late #10 Set .... " which can be looked at in a moment.

First,therehasneverbeenaformaldiscussionof"supemodel",andPaolo'sisagoodone,because
thefeelingofshortcomingcanafflicttheproudownerofa#3Setasmuchastheownerofa#10.
ThisimplicitdefinitionhasbeentherealmostsincethebeginningofMeccano.GeoffWrightsays
inTREMECCANOSUPERMODELS,p.9,"Nowadaysmodelshavetobeofasophisticationfar
inadvanceofthatofthemajorityofmodelsfeaturedinthese[MeccanoSuperModel]1eafletsifthey
are to deserve the title (albeit unofficial) of `Super Models'.  The very earliest model which should
surelydeservethetitle`SuperModel'wastheForthBridge....Themodelrequiredpartsfarinexcess
ofthoseincludedinthelargestset`C'oftheperiod.hcrediblyenou8h,however,thesetsystemwas
subsequentlyenlarged,untilafewyearslaterthelargestsetdidincludesufficientpartstobuildthe
bridge.MeccanoLtd.apparentlypreferredatfirsttoreferto"SpecialModels",andseniormodelers
were at least as ingenious as company staff in producing them."

Bert Ilove referring to the 1914 prize-winning Loom says, "There is no doubt that this was the
fore-runneroftheeventualMeccanoSupemodelLoom.ThefirstageofadvancedMeccanomodels
hadarrived---in fact,somecompetitionmodelswererejectedforbeingtoointricate!"(TheMeccano
System, p.60)

Paolo concludes, "[A] supermodel need not be big:  suffice it to be large enough to be out of
reach". Somewhere in CMN ve I think someone uses the phrase "creative complexity"---which
seems to characterize all "super" models from the beginning.

whatthenaboutthe#10setasaMillenniumbasis?Shouldthisbeacceptedsimplyashavingbeen
the largest defined set produced by Meccano?  This produces the next questions, "Is the #10 Set
affordable? Was it a commercial success?  Should a Millennium Set be defined on such a basis?"
I suggest answers:  Yes, for some people; No;  and No.   Maybe the question should be, Will  a
Millemial#10sufficeforbuildingsupemodels?No,onthebasisofpaolo'sargument!Butthe#10
Setseemstobethelargestidentifiable"kit"ofpartswiththelargestpredictablecapabilities,within
reasonable affordability.

ToCharlie'scommentsonadding/droppingpartsfromthecurrent#10Set,Iposeafirstcaveat:
Rememberthatthe#10Setofrecentdayshashadmanynewpartsputwithinrange;butitisalso
smallerthanthe"heyday"#10.AndfromtheMutilator'sviewpoint,theremaybesomepartswhich
could  stand to be redesigned.    The  cartoon  which recently  appeared in  at least two Meccano
publications showed a hapless modeler locked in the stocks because he drilled extra holes in a
Geared Roller Bearing.  Is this a capital offence?  Somewhere in the Meccano literature there is a
historicalnoteontheGRB,pointingoutthattheholepattemaswenowhaveitwasnottheoriginal,
andthatthepresentholepattemwasdesignedtoaccommodateacranetowerand(continuednext
page)
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MUTILATOR'S CORNER (Continued)
boom of different size than the "GBSC" of general adoration and faulty design.  So why not more
holes in a reissued GRB?  And also in the Large Tooth Quadrant.  It has been pointed out that the
Quadrant will bolt neatly Or`ELY to a Flanged Ring, which is fine unless you want to .bolt it to a
square structure, and some modelers have already suggested extra holes in a linear pattern.  The
Meccano Trunrions are a weird pattern; let' s adopt the Exacto slotted trurmion, or even some version
of the Marklin trurmion with 1/4" hole spacing!  Let' s have a more solidly designed Fork Piece (the
basis of parts 116,140,165,166) which doesn't pop apart when stressed.  Let's have some strips
with 1/4" hole spacing (A.C.Gilbert was right on that!), and Narrow Strips in heavy stock as well as
thin and flimsy (Gilbert was right on that too!). The three hole 1 " pulley is a good idea, but oh, if it
were not in plastic!  Commercial possibility must outweigh modelling durability every time, unless
a "special" version comes from one of the "replica & compatible" dealers.

Which leads to a further question; Is the Millennium Set a possibility?  Or a drear?  Or a wish
list?  Geoff Wright offers #10 Sets, built up from his tremendous stock.  Will he be willing to offer
a Millennium Conversion Kit, or a Millennium Set Kit?
SILVER PLATING: CQ March 1998 p.35 has an item by Anthony King on silver-plating Meccano
parts.   Several Years ago I was able to buy from Henry Birks & Sons Kingston store, SILVER
SOLUTION which was made by Sheffield Plate Polish Co., Evanston, nlinois.   They have now
disappeared.  Does anyone know a) is there another such product;  b) is Sheffield Plating Company
of Florida the same company; c) can the British product King mentions be imported into Canada,
or do they have a Canadian distributor?  It is a very useful kind of product.
WlmN IS A FLANGE NOT A FLANGE?  When it's Meccano.  To be more specific, a Wheel
Flange GIN 137).  Why?  Because when a Wheel Flange is bolted to a Faceplate, to make a wheel
to run on a rail, the Wheel Flange becomes the thread of the wheel -- like the thread of an automobile
tire, the part which runs on the road or rail.  What caused this misnomer?  Dictionaries don't help
much.  The American College Dictionary says a flange is "a projecting rim, collar, edge or the like,
on an object, for keeping it in place, attaching it to another object, strengthening it, etc ...2. the
horizontal portion or portions of steel shapes, such as the top and bottom flanges of an I-bean."
That does not help much.   The  C.ONCISE  OXFORD DICTIONARY is indeed more concise:
"projecting flat rim, collar, or rib, used for strengthening or attachment."  The key word here is flat;

and indeed the American College Dictionary has some pictures of "flanges" which seem all to be for
pipes or shafts; they're flat and they stick out sideways.   So when a Wheel Flange is bolted to a
Faceplate, it's the edge of the Faceplate which becomes the flange of the wheel.   So why didn't
Frank Homby (or whoever it was; not Hubert Lansley I'm sure) Call the thing a "Wheel Thread"
instead of a "Wheel Flange"?  Presumably because he erroneously felt that when you bolt one of
these things to a flat disc such as a Faceplate.   The result is a flange wheel, and this thing was

therefore the "flange"..

-----137
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CoNSTRUCTloN TOY EXHIBIT by charlie Pack
November 20,1998 through February 28,1999

The Museum of American Heritage in Palo Alto, California, will feature a holiday season exhibit
sure to appeal to the child in us all.   A Century of Construction Toys will showcase Erector and
Meccano outfits, Lincoln Logs, Anchor Blocks and other construction toys dating from the turn of
the century. It will include both the outfits themselves and some of the magnificent models that can
be built with them.  Among the Erector models that will be on display are a giant Ferris wheel and
Hudson locomotive built from 1929-1931 Erector outfits, plus other classic Erector models such as
the Parachute Jump and Merry-Go-Round.  Several Meccano models such as steam engines are also
planned for display.  Several of the models will be motorized and in operation. The exhibit opens
Friday, November 20, and continues through Sunday, February 28, 1999.  The Museum of American
Heritage is located at 351  Homer Avenue, Palo Alto, California, between Waverley and Bryant
Streets.  It is open Friday through Sunday from 11 am to 4 p.in., and admission is free.  The Museum
will  be closed Friday, December 25, and Friday, January 1.  For more information, please call me
at (650) 321-1004.

Just so everyone knows where I'm coming from, I am the volunteer (unpaid) Treasurer of the
Museum.  Our admission is free and our operating funds come from memberships and donations.
The Museum is a celebration of technology in the past as an inspiration for the future.   We are
essentially a Museum of mechanical and electrical things, up to Out not including) the computer age.
Our cuITent exhibit is entitled "Measure for Measure" and runs to.Nov.  1,  1998. If any Canadian
Meccanopersons are planning a trip to the beautiful San Francisco Bay area during this winter, you
would be welcomed at the Museum. In addition there are several active Meccanomen in the area
(myself, Phil Edwards and others).
MECCANO PARTS STORAGE: by Nom Lacroix

There have been numerous postings on "Sparmers E-mail" that suggested parts are
better stored in a Mechanics tool chest.  h Canada these are sold by Canadian Tire as
well  as most department stores.   The left photo  shows one type that is currently

available for prices ranging from $2cO to $600 depending on how many pullrdrawers you want.  The middle
picture shows one possibility of how to store some of the parts, and the photo on the right shows a close up
of the bottom drawer shown in the middle photo.  Simply cut out 1/2" (12mm) plywood to fit inside each
drawer.   Use 1  1/2" or 1  1/4" finishing nails (nail points go into the plywood!) to  organize  your parts in
whatever way you feel comfortable.  Beats a  £ 500 Meccano Storage Cabinet.
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GLEANINGS from "SPANNERS" E-MAIL,
All e-mail excerpts and quotations are courtesy of "Spanners" and ISM <www.dircon.co.uk>
TRANSITIONAL SETS : 25-Nov-97 from Colin Hinz, <asfi @interlog.com>
I seem to have a knack for finding 'transitional` sets, i.e. ones that started off during the tag-end of one of the
Great Eras of colour schemes, and reached their finished state during the next. Originally I acquired these
sets by accident, but rve become so enamoured of these mongrel items that I've decided to actively look for
them. I've three such sets so far, which 1'11 describe below. The third example can't be accounted for by
consulting either the Homby Companion vol.6 or the D.M.S., although rve received a word-of-mouth
explanation which 1'11 include with the description. So, onwards !
1) My most recent acquisition is an early 1970 set No.5, in the large dark, dark blue (ALMOST black) box,
with silver lettering. Upon opening the box, however, one finds 1960's zincfolack/yellow parts, nestled in
a 1960's styrofoam tray. The tray and the translucent plastic small parts box have been over-stickered to
change the old set "4" labelling to "5". (Also, the number of models described on the tray has been stickered
to read "62". Set contents correspond to 1970's norm, including the 27f gears. Manuals are also the 1970's
versions. I am sure that the set originally included the 27fs etc. from the start, as the set was somewhat
incomplete in the state I purchased it in. (i.e. the previous owner didn't "top up" the set to match a 1970
contents list). The time-bridging nature of this set hits my nostalgia buttons pretty hard --my first set was
a ca.1969 No.1, and the set I always really hoped to have as a kid was one of those 1970's #5 sets. (Note that
I wrote "hoped to have" instead of "faunched for" -- of course the set for the latter category would have been
a No.10 set, but realistically, my chances of such were nearly zero.) Yes, I confess. Until only a few years
ago. zinc/yellowfolue or black were what I considered to be "correct" Meccano colours, and the numerous
shadesofredandgreenwereOldandWeird.Nickelpartswereplchistoricoddities.That'sokay--rmfeeling
better now.
2) My 1953/62 No.7 set started off as a pretty nomal 1953 No.5 set, with a pseudo-random assortment of
the black steel Korean War era parts. It was augmented in the late 1950's with conversion sets, and then in
the early 1960's, judging from marked-up price lists that were included in the lot, the then-owner added the
necessary parts (triangular plates, etc) to bring the set contents in line with the manuals. Also included were
a set of the orange{over 1960's manuals, so someone was being completeist about having an up-to-date set,
albeit     with     entirely     obsolete     (by     then)     colour     schemes!     There     was     not     a     single
zincfoluefolack/aluminum/yellow part to be seen !
3) This set is a very early post-war No.7 set, with the box in rather battered condition. However, the lid label
is complete, and is a large-format (almost A4 size) depiction of the tower bridge in blue/gold livery. (This
in itself is not mentioned anywhere in THCvol.6, despite being visible in some of the illustrations!) Set
contents inside were of mixed colours, and the manuals were early post-war, with illustrations of the
blue/gold period, and with the expected remarks about the illustrations showing cross-hatching being n.ot
correct, yadda  yadda. Most of the parts that were in blue/gold were the parts found exclusively in larger sets.
Apparently, the larger sets (of which my set is an example) were produced for export before they were sold
on the "home  market", which would explain the existence of obsolete blue/gold. (Namely, old stock still
kicking around was used up to complete these export sets.) Question: has anyone else seen a mongrel set like
this one, or have I been mis-lead by someone topping up with post-war parts a largely incomplete pre-war
set (or perhaps the other way around)? I'd like to broaden my range with some pre-war transitional sets, but
hchalhchah fat chance, on my budget! I don't have the "golden touch" for scaring sets out of the woodwork
as some of my compadres obviously do.

More Spanners E-Mail Next Page -----------
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„SPANNERS„ (continued)
MECCANO CLOCKS, Mar.30/98, John Stark <john @ environment.cawthron.org.nz
Tom Smith wrote: " There must be two schools of Meccano clocking.  One that feels the escapement
end is paramount to a clock, and one interested in the display.  Use of a synchronous motor sort of
guarantees success from the ground up as far as timekeeping goes.  There are many examples of
escapments provided by Meccanomen over the years, including tretises on  theory (all history now
thanks to quartz), all of which find their  limits in Meccano, a system designed for using a gear train
in the opposite direction."
I'm in the school that believes that the clock should be made of Meccano - that would include
constructing the synchronous motor from Electrikit parts.  Using a commerical synchronous motor
just reduces the exereise to a calculation of gear ratios - you can hardly go wrong (and it's very.
obvious if you do).  To me, most satisfaction is derived from getting a tricky escapement to work,
or making  a smooth running and quiet sychronous motor from Meccano parts  [1 have a small
all-Meccano electric clock with a 9-pole synchronous motor still assembled that I made about 10
years  ago].    The  Amfield  clock,  for  example,  has  a  fascinating  motion  -  something  that  a
synchronous motor driven clock dues not have (unless it is a novelty-type clock like those that Nigel
Pope has  made).I note from CQ that some models use mercury tilt switches or other built-up
switches to control various functions.   In most cases these are more compact and probably work
better than any all-Meccano alternatives, but this does diverge a little from the orginal concept of
Meccano (i.e. a range of standard parts that could be assembled in many different ways to make lots
of different models).  I an not a Meccano purist by any means (I make some of my own parts and
also will use Meccano-compatible parts made by others), but I prefer all-Meccano models because
rm more likely to be able to make them without having to buy various switches, motors, and other
non-Meccano bits.  BTW I boucht both clock kits new when they were first introduced.  I found the
No. 1 kit very easy to build and get working - the first pendulum clock I ever managed to get ticking
for more than a few  seconds.  As noted on a previous email, I incorporated the plastic 20t escape
wheel into Ron Fail's balance wheel clock (replaced a 6t faceplate/fibre fishplate escape wheel).
This  worked really well  and increased the time between  auto-rewinds.   I never got the  strike
mechanism of the No 2 kit to work, but the parts are really handy:-)
SEND youR SuRPLuS REcCANo To souTHERN ImMlspHERE:
Feb.21/98,Lawrence Taylor-Duncan, dakrie @ traveller.com> Hmmm. Sounds like this is a BEVEL
of a plan, but it is PERFORATED with HOLES into which imocent # 10 owners might fall. On the
FACE plate of it, it sounds like a plot some NUT thought up. The plan HINGES on a dynamic shift
in weight that will bring TENSION in SPRING at a fair CLIP (which is soon - at least in the
Northern hemisphere).  Sounds  like  all  Northern #  10  owners  should BRACE themselves  and
GIRDER their loins (or whatever) in preparation - the fight could be TYREing. You have to admit,
the plan has a lot of BALLS, BEARING in mind its THRUST and it will probably RACK up a lot
of support down under - I expect all our Aussie friends are HOOKED by now. I would, however,
appeal to all # 10
owners above the equator to remain CAM and not BOLT for Australia. Some CRANK is trying to
SHAFT you, but he'll probably get C0IIARED in the end if he can't HANDRE it. In my OPINION
(groan...), we should get some ECCENTRIC in the northern lands to come up with a plan to the
CONTRARY that SCREWS them (or at least FRAMES them). We probably need  (Continued .... )
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"SPANNERS" (Continued)
someone who's Bn`IN down that ROAD before. Anyone named HANK (and his DOG, "CLUTCH"),
AXEL,  ROD  or PAWL would be  a likely candidate  (PAWL,  leave your BOSS  at home).  I'd
volunteer,  but  I'm  sort  of busy  helping  my  girlfriend  WASHER  hair.  Our  plan  needs  to  be
MUTIJ-PURPOSE and UNIVERSAL, COUPLED with FREXIBILITY in order to RATCHET up
everyone's SUPPORT. We will also need to watch for spies trying to WORM their way into our
SECTOR. This issue could be KEY - BOLT security down tightly, CORNER them then SOCKET
them. IIEIL I CALled my DOG (a LARGE TOOTIIED QUADRAI`IT breed) to CLUTCH  my set
in the END, BEARING in nrind the risk. We'11 that's enough silliness for now. I'm hungry so I'm off
to get some GRUB.  If you  are a FAN of the plan, the KEYWAY you can help is to form a
STEERING committee to WIIEEL us in the right direction. Are you HOOKED?
ART of BENDING STRIPS and FLEXIBLE PLATES
(Interpretation of Spanners E-Mail) by Colin Hoare.

This article could well be subtitled All you wanted to know about this topic, but were afraid
to ask!   Thanks to some extensive correspondence on the Spanners Website, I have been able to
prepare this article on what are the best Strip and Flexible Plate Benders available. Most can be made
from Meccano, but, depending on your taste and, more particularly, your pocket, the decision may
depend on what parts one has available, and/or you are prepared to commit to building these very
useful tools. Lets look at Strip Benders first of all. Meccano Limited were not particularly helpful
when it came to describing how Strips might be bent in a uniform manner i.e. no plans on how to
build a Strip Bender were published - until one year before the factory at Binns Road closed its doors
forever. The first such devices were described at the same time, in the January issue of Meccano
Magazine, on Page 26. One came from Meccanoman, and the other from Alan Partridge (the English
one,-a second Alan Partridge lives in British Columbia). The latter version is apparently the more
popular of the two - the former  uses a Spoked Wheel to roll the Strips, and everyone knows how
weak those parts are to undue strain (I an still trying to find if there is anyone in the Meccano
fraternity who has solved the problem of realigning distorted bosses in Spoked Wheels  that are no
longer at 90 degrees  to the Wheels, and even the Wheels themselves when they have been bent).One
improvement that has been described is to reinforce the bearing  Strips with stacked 2 1/2" Strips on
each side (to minimize wear), extended by using 90a-  to make a more compact hand-held device.
Bosses from plastic road wheels, which are just a little wider than 1/2" are then silver-soldered to
the shafts.  A crank handle ( with erinoid grip) in place of the 3"  Pulley is also more effective. The
third Meccano-made Strip Bender is the deluxe model designed by the late Bert Halliday. This was
described in Midlands Meccano Guild Gazette September 1987 issue on Pages 5-10. This model will
serve you well, and will even curve Rack Strips...with patience. It is, however, very demanding on
brassware, and will set one back a good $200.00 if it is built from new parts. The important thing
to remember in building this version is that the top roller must remain loose, as it will rotate at a
different speed to the other two rollers, being the inside radius of the curved strip. The difference in
rolling paths is minimal, but Bert was quoted by more than one Meccanoman that it did not matter
how hard he tightened up the top roller, as it always worked loose. There is a commercial Strip
Bender available in England as well, from GW Models. It costs in the region of £ 50.00, plus
shipping and taxes.   To get further details, write to:  George Watts, GW Models, 2 Tall Trees,
Penstone  Park,  Lancing,  West  Sussex  BN15  9AG,  ENGLAND.  When  it  comes  to  bending
(Continued..........)
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"SPANNERS" (Continued)
FlexiblePlates,therearethreemodelsavailable-assumingamodelleronlywantstobendplatesthat
are 3 or 5 holes wide. The first was described in the Meccano Magazine in the March 1969 issue,
onPages156-7,andwasdesignedbyUlysseBachelardfromZurichinSwitzerland.Onceagain,I
haverebuiltit,anduseditonocc.asion.Itmust,however,beusedwithcaution-doNOTdropit!
Unfortunately,Ididononeoccasion,andoneortwooftheScrewedRodsassumedmostpeculiar
shapes!.OtherpartsrequiredinitsconstructionthatarenotsoeasytocomebyarethethreeWood
Rollers, but apart from that, the parts requirements are straightforward. A much better Roller was
designed by Mike Edkins,  and its construction was  described in the Midlands Meccano Guild
Gazette in Issue Number 11. In tens of simplicity and economy of parts, this is the version of
choice. There is a third model, which one can access from the ISM Website that uses an electric
motortotumtherollers-there'sluxuryforyou!GrahanJostinAustraliahasdevelopedasplendid
technique for bending plates longitudinally. He makes use of broom handle material.   The only
caution being that one had better make sure that the axles are dead centre in their rollers.  He used
a lathe to set his up.   1 " gears are required. hi Graham's experience, any concern about whether the
woodhightdeflectundertheloadprovedgroundless.inamachinetodealwithlongitudinalbending
of 12 1/2" Strip Plates it could be quite another matter! N. 8. All literature quoted in this article can
be purchased from Geoff Wright at MW Models. Acknowledgements: all the contributors to the
Spannerswhohavee-mailandmadetheircommentsinthedebateonthistopic-therearejusttoo
many to mention individually.
NUTS WITH NO THREAD: Aug 25/98, GEOFF WRIGHT <Geoff@mwmodels.telme.com>
Whenyoufinda37ASquareNutwithaholebutnothread,itmaywellbefromaHombyDublo
3RailLecomotive.Thisspeciallymadepar[wasusedasaspacerinsidethespooncurrentcollector
unit from the 1950s until the end of the system.
MARKLIN PARTS by E-Mail: Aug 10/98 Peter MCGavin d'.MCGavin@irl.cri.nz>
The Wellington Marklin Model Railway Club has a home page at:
http://www.tfs.net/~clapcott/trains/marklinclub.html

There  is  a  list  of  parts  for  sale,   also  a  list  of  contacts.     The  best  contact  is  probably
paul.alcock@vuw.ac.nz.

A TRIBUTE T0 CHARLIE ROTH: by Colin Hoare, President, C.M.A.M.A.S.
OnbehalfoftheCanadianModellingAssociationofMeccanoandAlliedSysteus,Iwouldlike

to  send our most sincere condolences  at the news  of the passing of Charlie Roth.  His  skill in
Meccanomodellingwasrenounedworldwide,andhisabilitytocreatesuchgiganticmodelswasa
sourceofbothadmirationandenvy.HisskillswillstayinthememoryformanyyearstoCanadian
Meccanomen, I want to extend the deepest sympathy at the news of come.
A TRIBUTE TO BRIAN ROWE: by Colin Hoare, President, C.M.A.M.A.S.

Likemanyothers,IhadmadeseveraltripstoNewtonAbbottovisitBrianwhilst1wasvisiting
England-and,of course,caneawaywithlotsofMeccano!Itwasalwaysapleasuretoseehim,and
to talk over our favourite subject. His contributions to the hobby has seen few equals: he will be
sorely nrissed.
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Note: The date "1929" should be "1954".   Small print states "Motor not included".
Subscribers within Canada only who hesitate to order overseas are invited to contact Nomi
Lacroix (address on inside front cover) before November 15th, to possibly place a bulk order, for
delivery within Canada only.  Expected price -SUS 1100 plus delivery from Petawawa.
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NEW FOR 1998
MECCANO MASTER CONNECTION

6X4 RACHINE
Reviewed by Norm Lacroix

This  set  was  provided  by  IRWIN
TOYS as a sample of recent additions to
Meccano  for  1998.    My  wife,  Marg,
volunteered to follow the instructions as
she is really totally inexperienced with
Meccano and she felt that her experiences would more closely match the label on the box -9-15
years !  The only difficulty experienced was in step 2 where the nut fitted very tightly.  Construction
time was only about 4 hours,  and Marg commented that it was very much like L*go but with
Meccano parts!  The set (cO60) retails in England for £45 which converted to CS is about $120.  The
set contains quite a few welcomed additions.  The motor is provided with a 3-sided output shaft
(standardMeccanodiameterbutwith3"flats")whichfitsdirectlyintoagear-downbox,effectively
converting the motor into a gear-head motor.  A welcomed addition is the 25t gear (PN 25C) 3/32"
(2mm) face.  h this set 4 are used as chain driving sprockets used to drive 4 new 2" plastic wheels
(PIN187C) with new rubber tires GIN 142H).  The wheels fit onto 3-sided axles (PIN 317) and are
preventedfromrotatingbyfittingon¢IN144C)sothatthewheelsdonothavetobeattachedusing
grub screws.  Also, the inside face of the new wheels is moulded with an internal 57 tooth gear.  One
possibility is that the wheels night be driven intemally using a 19 tooth pinion. The Sprocket Chain
is supplied as a pre-attached 7" length and is used to drive each of the two paired rear wheels.  The
seat is formed with 2 Flexible Plastic Seats (PIN177A).  The "Aerial" is another new part numbered
PIN41, previously used for Propellor Blade.  The set also contains self locking nuts (PIN37H) which
will,Iexpect,bemuchappreciatedasitcouldbeusedinmanyapplicationsinsteadoflock-nutting.
The battery box, holding four AA batteries, appears to be well designed with a built-in forward &
reversingswitch.Washers(PIN38)areflatratherthansomewhatdishedaspreviouslysupplied.The
Allen head bolts are black, but the square nuts are the usual zinc finish.
Colours:   The most notable colour change is a number of parts are almost flourescent green while
a few other parts are black while some parts remain zinc coated.
The completed model is delightful to watch, as adequate power drives it forward until it hits an
obstacle when the rear wheels rotate over each other causing the model to move backwards then
forwards again until it finally moves in a new direction.
On a scale of 1 to 10, this set rates at least a 9 mainly due to the many new parts but also because the
set represents a remarkable improvement compared to most sets introduced over the past 10 years
and most notably the result of the new and innovative parts that surely will find many new uses.

Thereare5otherMASTERCONNECHONsetsillustratedonaposter-sizedsheetrangingfrom
a relatively small motoreycle to  the larger 6X4 Set.  The sets will be appreciated by those of us who
enjoy a variety of colours other than the "traditional" red/green or blue/yellow/zinc.
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Notes by Norm Lacroix
This year marks our 18tb year of exhibiting

at  The  Hobby  Show,  and  also  marks  the  20th
anniversary of the Hobby Show.   Each year our
Meccano display seems to be better than previous
years,  and we are hoping that this year will be
even  better.    C.M.A.M.A.S.  will  award  many

"prizes" to appropriate exhibitors as mentioned in the editorial of this issue.  Even though the show

takes place over 3 days, YOU are invited to exhibit for all three days even though you may be unable
to attend for all three days.  Your model/exhibit will be well looked after by those who do attend full
time.  You are even very welcome to exhibit for only 2 days or just a single day, if that suits your
time schedule.  Even if you are unable to exhibit, you are more than welcome to visit and talk to
those of us who do exhibit, and as a result, you might decide to join the exhibitors next year!

Thanks to Trefor Edwards (trefor.edwards @bt.com) I accessed the Toronto Information
Guide to Airport Hotels ---- torinfo.comthotel.guide/aixport.html. The ones that I have stayed at and
comments   follow:   (all  have  free  parking,   phones   and  cable  TV)   Celebrity   Inn---Basic
accomodation,least expensive, closest to The HOBBY SHOW (about 3k), attached fast-food type
restaurant.
Toll-free phone #  1-800-387-6955;  Days  Inn---Step  up  in  accomodation,  next closest to The
HOBBY SHOW, has a swimming pool, attached better quality restaurant. Phone- 1-905-678-1400
Hilton ---About the same as Days Inn, but no pool, also about 3k farther from The HOBBY SHOW
Phone-1-905-677-9900; Carlingview Airport Inn--is across the street from the Hilton and is about
the  same  as  the  Hilton  -  no  pool  either,  almost  next  door  to  The  Keg  Restaurant.  Phone  -
1416-675-3303; Dodge Suites Hotel--is the best of the lot and close to the sane price range with
the added benefit that you get free breakfast each day, rooms are divide-able into two separate areas,
whirlpool  baths  in  each  suite,  but disadvantage  is  that it is  father away from The  HOBBY
SHOW ---- 10  minutes  if driving ---- PhoneT  1-905-238-9600.  I have not  stayed  at the  Sheraton
Gateway Hotel which is right at the door of the airport, but, from what I've seen of it, it seems to
be geared to travellers who just need to make a stop-over for the night ---- most expensive--- When
you phone for further infomation, make certain you ask for the "CORPORATE RATE" and quote
some sort of organization that you belong to ---- civil service--any large corporation or business--
Canadian Association of Retired Persons, etc. For HOBBY SHOW participants who fly in, we have
in past shows, been able to make shuttle arrangements with those of us who go by car. This is not
a great imposition as we all welcome your participation at the show. BTW it's a good idea to let
Colin Hoare know your table space requirements as he also looks after the exhibitor passes-otherwise
entry is in the $5-$6 price range per day, per person ----- Moral---Bring a model to show---

Colin  Hoare  adds; For those on the Internet,  information  about the  show  can be  viewed by
connecting to http://www.thehobbyshow.com/showfeatures.html. Of course, anyone planning to
attend should let me know, either by snail mail, or at tweedle@aztec-net.com   or by phone (905)
873-8261.  Also, a reminder that the Annual General Meeting will take place during the show, on
Sunday November 8, at 2PM.
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PERSONAL SALES, WANTS, SWAPS
Ads must be in the hands of the editor by Oct 31 to ensure insertion in December Meccal`Jotes.
Wanted: Following sets or empty boxes-4EL, 5ME and #1 clock kit plus any empty set box as well as any
parts tins. Contact Greg Rahn,  211 RIverview Green, Cochrane Alberta, TOL 0W4, phone (403) 932-6643,
or: e-mail: Grahn@Transalta.com
Wanted: The JtINKMAN wants all your rusty old Other Systems parts or sets (Non-Meccano/Erector)
literature (manuals, photos, advertisements etc.)---Any condition.  Please write first with description and
price.
R.T. Symonds,15170 Dove Place, Suney B.C., Canada, V3R 4T5  phone  604-684-6232
For Sale: New 1996 Stock: 01355 Meccano Jr Dump Truck, 78pc $18; 01540 Meccano Jr Boat,18qu $27;
17201 Meccano Jr Ailport, 214pc $44; 03910 Collection Road Hauler Set,182pc $14; 30401 Meccano Set
1, 203pc $21; 30402 Meccano Set 2, motorized, 274pc $28; 30405 Meccano Set 5, motorized, 556pc $69;
32229 9v Geared Motor, Battery Holder, Switch $29; 33105 Crane Starter Set,13apc $9; 33502 Space
Warrior Starter Set, 109pc $9; 38256 Ferris Wheel Set, 44apc $65---Phces include all tares.  Shipping free
within Canada with orders over $50---H.  Hogle, Box 398, Napanee ON, K7R 3P5, Phone 613-354-2351
For Sale: Meccano Parts-yellowfolue, red/green, gears, manuals & complete sets.  Send for price list or send
your wants list.  G. Earl Pitts, 26 Dyer Ct., Cambridge, ON, N3C 488
ForSale:RemnantsofMeccanoaccumulatedbyFrankHopkins;Alsonumerousspareparts,afewreplica
parts & etc. Contact Norm Lacroix, 8 White Street, Petawawa ON, KBH IZ6, ph 613-6874964, or e-mail
mecwars@istar.ca.
Wanted: TRUMODEL parts (from A.C. Gilbert) also known as DUPLEX STANDARE, STEEL TECH,
or LrlThE JIM, Parts have alternating large and small holes.  Also, TRUMODEL bolts with large round
heads.
Also: STRUCTOMODE made in Hamilton Ont in 1920's; sets, parts. Contact Don Redmond, 9 St. Catherine
Street., Kingston Ont., K7K 3R9 or phone 613-546-7728.

Meccano is for Girls Too !

Katie Fraser (age 9) enjoyed a few holiday
hours assembling the race car model from a
#1 Meccano Set.

Repairing Hinged Flat Plates?

A most common problem restoring PIN198 is usually
the hinging rod is either bent or missing.  Try replacing
with a new rod cut from a coat hanger.
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THE CABOOSE: ---- Dates to Note, Suppliers, etc.
Dates:
October 25, 1998 (Sunday) 9AM-3PM - 26h Annual TOY SHOW sponsored by the Canadian Toy
Collectors'  Society; Skyway Trade and Commerce Centie, Dixon Rd. & Hwy.   27, South-west
comer, Toronto Ontario; Additional hfomation -phone (416) 622-9159 evenings, also, see page
8 of this issue.
November 6, 7 & 8, The Hobby Show, at the International Centre, 6900 Airport Road, Mississauga
Ontario.  Contact Colin Hoare, (905) 873-8261.
November 8 (Sunday) 10AM to 4PM, 6th Annual Toronto International Toy Collectors' Show, at
the International Centre. Contact Frank Steele (613) 378-0309 for further details.

Suppliers:

MECCANO & ERECTO
Parts, Sets & Literature

Old, New, Used, Restored
Send $2.00 (U.S. Or CDN)

For New Parts List Wfl?rices--------
*SPECIAL TO MEMBERS*

Remote Control Sets at Half Price!
Moon Trekkers:  US$50.00
Heavy Haulers:   US$60.00

Remote Control Units
with 2 Motors:  US$50.00

ALSO
Master Builder Sets: US$75

David  Fellows,  14  Church  Street,  Littlehampton,
West Sussex, England,  BN17 5PX, has added to his
impressive list of replica and compatible parts, gear
rings, narrow angle girders, nut plates, flat plates,
curved strips, slotted brackets etc. Send 2 IRC' s and
self-addressed envelope for current offerings  or e-
mail   anin_micro@compuserve.com.   English   or
French OK.
MWModels, EVERYTHING RECCANO:
Everything Meccano, including new & used parts,
literature, club publications, current sets, used sets,
and whatever else you require---Send 2 IRC's and a
self-addressed envelope to:
M"odels
4    GREYS     ROAD,     IIENLEY-ON-THAMES,
ENGLAND, RG91 RY
e-mail : geoff@ mwmodels.telme.com
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